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ABSTRACT
A heuristic procedure for solving linear binary integer 
programming problems has been developed through a modification 
of the original 5-step schema developed by Geoffrion and 
Glover. Although the original 5-step schema is an optimal 
procedure, the revised procedure can not guarantee optimality. 
The revised 5-step schema uses a linear programming algorithm 
and a binary knapsack algorithm imbedded in an implicit 
enumeration procedure. The strongest surrogate constraint, 
determined by the linear programming algorithm, combined with 
the objective function of the original linear binary integer 
programming problem form a knapsack problem which is solved 
by the binary knapsack algorithm. The knapsack solution is 
then used as an augmentation procedure in the revised 5-step 
schema. The heuristic procedure found feasible solutions for 
23 of 24 test problems and found optimal solutions for 20 
of 24 test problems. The computational results indicate that 
the heuristic procedure gives good computation times for 
some, but not all of the test problems.
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INTRODUCTION
Many of today's large-scale mathematical programming 
models make it necessary to solve linear integer programming 
problems. These problems arise from the need to solve 
linear programming problems for which the variables are 
restricted to the nonnegative integers. Machine and job- 
shop scheduling, assembly-line balancing, and the cutting- 
stock problems are examples of industry related problems 
that can be modeled as linear integer programming problems. 
Business problems, such as capital budgeting, fixed charge, 
traveling salesman, and routing can also be modeled as 
linear integer programming problems. Such problems are in 
the form of a linear profit function which is to be maxi­
mized, subject to a set of linear inequality constraints 
where each of the variables is a nonnegative integer. Most 
of the presently available algorithms used to solve linear 
integer programming problems are often inefficient and lead 
to large computer expenses when one is trying to solve such 
problems.
Linear integer problems can be transformed into linear 
binary integer problems where the variables are either 0 or 1
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This transformation often greatly increases the number of 
variables and constraints. The number of potential solutions 
to a problem with n, zero-one integer variables is 2^. For 
n=100, more than 10^^ possible solutions exist when totally 
enumerated, which implies a very large number of calculations 
for the computer. Therefore, there is a need for efficient 
computational solution procedures to solve these frequently 
occurring problems, and this need is emphasized by the great 
number of problems from the realm of combinatorial analysis 
and the area of scheduling and production that have been
formulated as linear integer programming problems .
(2 )Gomory's Cutting-Plane algorithm and Balas' implicit 
enumeration a l g o r i t h m a r e  generally accepted methods of 
solution for integer programming problems. Dynamic programming, 
branch and bound algorithms, group theoretic approaches, and 
heuristic algorithms are other techniques being studied for 
solving integer programming problems. Gomory's Cutting- 
Plane algorithm is included in almost all textbook discussions 
of integer programming. Implicit enumeration algorithms 
seem to appear in literature more often, and probably more 
research is being done in this area than in any of the other 
areas.
Most backtracking algorithms are of the implicit enumer­
ation type. Implicit enumeration means that a manageable 
number of possible solutions are partially enumerated (listed),
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and the rest are implicitly enumerated. These implicitly 
enumerated solutions arise when it is possible not to con­
sider explicitly some solutions because these solutions do 
not give a better value of the objective function than the 
best current value, or because the solution produces infeasi­
bility in one or more of the constraints. Balas is well 
known for his implicit enumeration algorithm for solving 
zero-one integer problems. His procedure is a backtracking 
algorithm, and the efficiency of his method is due to selecting 
a few solutions to be enumerated explicitly and many others 
to be, hopefully, enumerated implicitly. Thus, computation 
time is reduced enormously. G e o f f r i o n w h o  has also 
compiled extensive research on an implicit enumeration algo­
rithm, suggests that Glover's idea of surrogate constraints 
can be used in a 5-step implicit enumeration algorithm devel­
oped by Geoffrion and Glover. A surrogate constraint is a 
nonnegative linear combination of the original constraints.
The 5-step schema, which is optimal at each step, makes the 
entire schema an optimal algorithm.
Heuristic solution procedures seem to be worthy of 
investigation since most optimal algorithms are time con­
suming. Heuristic procedures use both simple and sophisti­
cated rules of thumb, as well as trial-and-error procedures, 
to produce a feasible and, hopefully, near-optimal solution. 
Glover has suggested that a heuristic zero-one integer knap-
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sack algorithm could be implemented in the 5-step schema.
The heuristic algorithm would be used in place of an optimal 
procedure in order to reduce computation time. There is some 
indication that heuristic procedures produce very good solu­
tions very quickly.
The object of this thesis is to construct a computer 
program that will solve linear binary integer programming 
problems. The computer program will use a heuristic zero- 
one knapsack a l g o r i t h m , in conjunction with Geoffrion's 
and Glover's 5-step implicit enumeration algorithm.
In order to understand clearly Geoffrion's 5-step schema, 
it will be necessary to introduce a brief review of linear 
programming. This review will include primal and dual theory, 
complementary slackness theory, and the simplex algorithm 
solution for linear programming problems. The heuristic 
knapsack algorithm will then be implemented into Geoffrion's 
5-step schema for solution of the integer binary programming 
problem. The computer program for the problem will be out­
lined, and computational results for different problem types 
will be compiled. Finally, a conclusion will be formed as 
to the effectiveness of the new solution for integer binary 
programming problems.
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REVIEW OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Throughout the remaining part of this thesis it will 
be necessary to understand some basic concepts of linear 
programming theory. These concepts will be used to prove a 
proposition which is the foundation of the problem solving 
technique proposed by Geoffrion. The following discussion 
of linear programming theory will include the formulation 
of the primal problem, formulation of the dual problem, the 
application of the theorem of complementary slackness to the 
primal and dual problems, and the solution to the primal and 
dual problems by the use of the simplex algorithm.
Define the primal problem to be:
n n
maximize Z = E c.x. subject to E a..x.<b.j=l 3 3 j=i 13 ]- 1
for i=l,2 ,...,m and Xj>0 for j=l,2,...,n.
This model can be thought of as optimizing the allocation of 
limited resources among competing activities so as to maximize 
profit. According to the model, there are n competing activi­
ties and n decision variables where x^, x^/.-.fX^ represent 
the levels for the n competing activities. Since there are m 
scarce resources, the first m linear inequalities are restric-
5
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tions on the availability of one of these resources. The 
amount of resource i used by each unit of activity j is 
â  ̂j, and b^ is the amount of resource i available to the n 
activities. is a measure on over-all effectiveness for a
given time period whereas c^ is the increase in the over-all 
measure of effectiveness that would result from each unit 
increase in x^. The nonnegativity restrictions (Xj>0) 
eliminate the possibility of negative activity levels
Associated with each primal linear programming problem 
there is a related linear programming problem called the dual
problem. The dual problem is defined to be:
m m
minimize Z = E b.y. subject to E a..y.>c.
y  ̂ i=i 1] 1- :
for j=l,2,...,n
where y^>0 for i=l,2,...,m.
This corresponding dual problem is obtained from the primal 
problem by transposing the rows and columns of the constraint 
coefficients, transposing the coefficients of the objective 
function and the right-hand sides of the constraints, re­
versing the inequalities except for nonnegativity, and 
minimizing instead of maximizing. That is:
1) The jth column of coefficients in the primal is the
jth row of coefficients in the dual.
2) The row of coefficients of the primal objective
function is the same as the column of constraints
on the right-hand side of the dual.
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3) The column of constraints on the right-hand side
of the primal is the same as the row of coefficients
of the dual objective function.
4) The direction of the inequalities and sense of
optimization are reversed in the pair of problems.
Thus, there is one dual variable for each primal constraint
and one dual constraint for each primal variable establishing
a symmetric relationship between the primal and dual problem.
The fundamental theorem of duality theory is known as
the dual theorem. It states that if there exists a finite
feasible solution to both the primal and dual problems, then
there is a finite optimal solution for both problems and
maximum Z = minimum Z . A corollary of the dual theorem is X y
the theorem of complementary slackness. Let x^, for
j=l,2,...,n and y^, for 1=1 ,2 ,...,m be feasible solutions
to the primal and dual problems, respectively. Then these
n
solutions are optimal if and only if y.( E a..x.-b.)=0 for^ j=l ^3 3 1
i=l,2,...,m and x .( E a..y.-c.)=0 for j=l,2,...,n. The3 i=l 13 1 ]
result of this corollary is that whenever there exists a 
slack constraint in either (primal or dual) problem, one 
where the constraint holds with strict inequality, then the 
corresponding variable in the other problem must equal 0 
at optimality.
Now that the primal and dual problems have been defined, 
it is necessary to be able to solve these problems. Dantzig's
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simplex algorithm is the name given to the method for solving 
linear programming problems. His algebriac procedure ap­
proaches the optimal solution through a well-defined iterative 
process until optimality is reached. There are four prop­
erties upon which the simplex method is based:
1) The collection of feasible solutions is a convex set.
2) If a feasible solution exists, a basic feasible 
solution exists where the basic feasible solutions 
correspond to the extreme points of the convex set 
of feasible points.
3) There are only a finite number of basic feasible 
solutions.
4) If the objective function has an optimal solution, 
then at least one optimal solution is a basic feasi­
ble solution.
Thus, the simplex algorithm can be interpreted as a procedure 
that moves from one vertex of the convex polyhedral solution 
set to an adjacent vertex seeking the optimal solution. The 
algorithm is straightforward and only requires time to 
execute it. Many computer codes have been written and are 
available to solve linear programming problems.
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LINEAR INTEGER PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
AND SURROGATE CONSTRAINTS
(7 )Glover , in a modification of Balas' zero-one integer 
programming schema, found that it was feasible to use a spe­
cial type of constraint called a surrogate constraint. A 
surrogate constraint is composed of a nonnegative linear 
combination of the original constraints. Glover has sug­
gested periodically introducing to certain mathematical 
programming problems additional surrogate constraints that 
are redundant in the usual sense and yet effective when the 
tests are applied to them individually. For example, con­
sider the two constraints -4 + x, + x_ + 4x_ > 0 and1 2 3 -
-1.5 + x^ + .5Xg + 2X2 + 2Xg > 0. By assigning multi­
pliers of 1 and 2 to the two constraints, respectively, and 
summing the two resultant constraints, the surrogate con­
straint -7 + 3x^ + 2X2 + 8Xg > 0 is obtained. Any feasible 
solution for this constraint indicates that x^ has value 1 . 
Any solution which is feasible for the original set of con­
straints satisfies the surrogate constraint, but any feasible 
solution for the surrogate constraint is not necessarily 
feasible for the original constraints.
9
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The class of integer binary linear programming problems
can be formulated as:
minimize cx subject to b + Ax > 0 (P)
where x^=0 or 1 for j=l,2,...,n,
c and X are n-vectors, b is an m-vector, and A is an m by
n matrix. From (P), Geoffrion generates surrogate constraints
each being a nonnegative linear combination of the original
constraints plus the constraint z-cx>0 where z is the current
best known feasible solution of (P). The surrogate constraint
has the form u(b + Ax) + (z - cx)>0 for a given nonnegative
m-vector u . Since (P) minimizes cx, then any feasible solution
of (P) with a smaller value of cx than z will cause (z - cx)
to be positive, and any feasible solution of (P) will cause
u (b + Ax) to be positive. Therefore, each surrogate constraint
is satisfied by each feasible solution of (P). Geoffrion
( 8 )(and independently Balas ) suggests the idea of a strongest 
surrogate constraint. Geoffrion's strongest surrogate con­
straint is a refinement of Glover's original idea. Geoffrion
defines the surrogate constraint u^(b + Ax) + (z - cx)>0
2to be stronger than the surrogate constraint u (b + Ax) +
(z - cx)>0 if the maximum of u^(b + Ax) + (z - cx) is less 
than the maximum of u^(b + Ax) + (z - cx), the maximum being 
taken over the binary values of the variables. Geoffrion 
has worked with an implicit enumeration approach to linear 
integer programming that uses an imbedded linear program to
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compute the strongest surrogate constraint according to 
his definition. This approach makes it possible to exclude 
a considerable number of possible solutions by applying vari­
ous tests to partial solutions. A subset of the n variables 
(of (P)) each of which has a specific binary value is a partial 
solution; variables not in this subset are called free 
variables. The various tests applied to partial solutions 
examine the constraints to determine whether any feasible 
completion of the current partial solution could possibly 
yield a better feasible solution of (P). The implicit 
enumeration schema either augments the current partial 
solution or backtracks to a different solution in such a 
way that all possible completions of the present partial 
solution have been accounted for either implicitly or explic­
itly. A partial solution is denoted by an ordered set S, 
such that each element of S is a nonzero integer between -n 
and n. Each member of S may or may not be underlined. If 
j is in S then Xj has value 1 in the partial solution; if 
-j is in S then x^ has value 0 in the partial solution. If 
j(-j) is in S, we write Xj^=l(=0). For any particular partial 
solution S there is an integer program (Ps), derived from (P), 
that contains both fixed variables (those in S) and free 
variables (those not fixed by S):
minimize E cx.^ + E c.x. subject to (Ps) 
jeS ] 3 jfS 3 3
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b. + Z a. .X.® + E a..x.>0 
 ̂ jeS ^   ̂ j^S ^
where 1=1,2,...,m; Xj=0 or 1 for jeS such 
that jeS(^S) refers to the fixed (free) variables.
Geoffriondefines a binary infeasible constraint to 
be one which has no feasible binary solution. A conditionally 
binary infeasible constraint is one for which binary feasi­
bility is dependent upon certain of the variables taking on
certain binary values. That is, D + Ee.x.>0 is binary feasi-j D
ble if and only if D + Emax{&,e.}<0; and D + Ee.x.>0 is
j  ̂ j ] ]
conditionally binary infeasible if D + Emax{0,e.} - |e. |<0j D I®
implies x. has value 0 or 1 according as e . <0 or e .^>0 jo jo ]0
where ey^Xj^ is the term of (P) under consideration at the 
present step and D is a constant.
Geoffrion, in searching for the strongest surrogate 
constraint, developed the following linear program, to which 
the optimal solution determines a strongest surrogate con­
straint according to his definition:
m s - sminimize Eu.b. + z - z  + Ew. subject to (LPs)
i=i ^  ̂ ies ]
m
w .> E u.a.. - c . for j/S, w.>0, j^S and u>0 1 1] ] ]-
where z®= E c.x.® and b.®=b. + E a.x.®. Let v(LPs) be the 
jeS ] ]  ̂  ̂ j£S ]
optimal value of (LPs). Geoffrion offers the following
proposition.
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Let S be an arbitrary partial solution. Then 
(LPs) is necessarily feasible, and
A. v(LPs)<0 if and only if there exists a binary 
infeasible surrogate constraint.
B. v(LPs)>0 then there does not exist a binary 
infeasible surrogate constraint, but any 
optimal u in (LPs) yields a strongest surro­
gate constraint relative to
In order to understand the importance of this proposition,
it was necessary to prove the proposition. The following
is this author's proof of Geoffrion's proposition.
Part A I. If v(LPs)<0 then there exist a binary infeasible
surrogate constraint.
Proof: v(LPs)<0.
^  s - sZ u.b. + z - z + E w.<0.
i=l  ̂ ^
”  s SE u.(b. + E a..x. ) + z - E c.x. + E w.<0.
i=l  ̂  ̂ jeS  ̂ jeS  ̂  ̂ j/S
1) m m
E u.b. + E E (u. a..-c.) x . + z + E w.<0.
i=l  ̂ i=l jeS  ̂ 3̂ J J i/S 3
Since Wj>0 from the constraints of (LPs), then
Wj>WjXj x. = 0 or 1, j^S. Also from the con-3
straints of (LPs), w.>Eu.a..-c. for j^S. Then3“i 1 13 J
w.x.>E(u,-a. ,-c.) X. for x. = 0 or 1, i/S. Therefore, 3 3“i 1 13 3 3 3
w .>w.X.>E(u.a . .-c.) X. for iXS and x. = 0 or 1 3“ 3 3~i 1 13 3 3 3
hence
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2) E w.>E E (u.a. .-c. ) x. for j/S and x. = 0 or 1.
i/s  ̂ i i/s 1 ] ] ]
Substitution of 2) into 1) yields: 
m m  m
E u.b. + E E (u.a. .-c.) x. + E E (u . a . .-c . ) x . ®+ 
i=l i=l jsS J ]  ̂ i=l i/s ] 3 ]
z < 0.
m m n n
E u.b. + E E u.a. x . - E c.x. + z < 0.
i=l  ̂  ̂ i=l j=l ^   ̂ j=l  ̂ ^
m n n
E u . (b. + E a, .X.) - E c.x. + z < 0.
i=i  ̂  ̂ j=i : j=i 3 3
u(b + Ax) + (z - cx) < 0 which is a binary in­
feasible surrogate constraint by definition.
Part A II. If there exists a binary infeasible surrogate
constraint then v(LPs) < 0.
Proof: u(b + Ax) + (z - cx) < 0.
m m n n
Eu.b. + E Eu.a..x. + z -  E c.x. < 0.i=l 1 1 i=i j=i 1 13 3 j=l 3 3 -
m m m
Eu.b. + E Eu.a..x. + E Eu.a..x.+
i=l  ̂  ̂ i=l jsS  ̂ ] i=l i/s ^ ^ 3  3
z - E c.x.® - E c.x. < 0. 
jeS  ̂  ̂ i/s  ̂ ^
m s sE u.(b. + E a..x. ) + z - E c.x. +
i=l  ̂  ̂ jeS  ̂ jeS ̂  ^
m
E E u.a. .X. - E c.x. < 0.
i=l i/s  ̂  ̂  ̂ i/s  ̂ ^
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m _ m
Eu.b. + Z - Z  + E E(u.a..-c.)x. <0. i = l  ^ ^ i = l  i / s  ^ ^ 3  3 3
From 2) of Part A we know that 
m
E w.> E E (u.a..-c.)x.. The constraint 
j/S 1 1] ] ]
Wj > from (LPs) implies that if u^a^j-Cj<0
then Wj>Eu^a^j-Cj since Wj>0. Complementary
slackness implies that if w.>Eu.a..-c. (loose3 i 1 13 3
dual constraint) then Xj (primal variable) = 0.
Therefore, E w. = E E (u.a . .-c . )x . = 0 for u.a..-c.<0.
i/s  ̂ i i/s ^ ^ 3 3 3  1 13 3
If u.a. .-c.>0 then either w.>Eu.a. .-c. then x. = 0 1 13 3- 3 i 1 13 3 3
m
and E w.= E E (u.a. .-c.)x. = 0 or w. = Eu..a. .-c. 
j;̂ S ] i=l iXS 1 1] ] ] 3 . 1 ID 3
m
then E w.= E E (u.a . .-c.)x .. Therefore 
iXS ] i=l j^S ^ ^ 3 3 3  
m
E w. = E E (u.a. .-c . )x . . Substitution of this
i/s î=l i/s ^ ^ 3 3 3
result into 3) produces; 
m s - sEu.b. + Z - Z  + Ew. <0, or v(LPs) < 0. 
i - i  ^ ^ i X s  ]
Part B I. v(LPs)>0 
m
E u.b.® + z — z® + E w.>0. 
i = l  ^ ^ j X S  ]
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m s _ ' m
E u. (b. + E a. .X. ) + z - E E c.x. + 
i=l  ̂  ̂ jeS  ̂ i=l jeS  ̂ ^
E w .>0. 
j^S ]
m m
Eu.b. + E E (u.a. .-c.)x. + Ew.>0.
i=l ^  ̂ i=l jeS ^   ̂  ̂ j/S ^
From the proof of Part A II we know that E w . =
iXs :
m
E E (u.a. .-c . )x . . Therefore by substitution
i=l jeS 1 ] ]
into the previous inequality we get: 
m m  m
E u.b. + E E (u.a. .-c.)x. + E E (u.a,.-c.)x, +
i=l i=l jeS ^   ̂ i=l jizTS  ̂  ̂ J
z > 0.
m m n
E u.b. + E E (u .a_. .-c . )x . + z > 0.
i=i  ̂  ̂ i=i j=i 1 ] ]
^  n nE u . (b. + E a. .X.) + z - E c.x. > 0.
i=i ̂   ̂ j=i : j=i 3 :
u(b + Ax) + (z - cx) > 0, which is a feasible
surrogate constraint by definition. Therefore,
there does not exist a binary infeasible surrogate
constraint.
Part B II Since (LPs) was derived from the definition of a 
strongest surrogate constraint, then any optimal 
u in (LPs) yields a strongest surrogate constraint 
relative to S. Therefore, the proof of Geoffrion's 
proposition is complete.
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(LPs) is significant in that it is exactly the dual of 
(Ps) where Xj=0 or 1 is replaced by 0<x^<l. Therefore, the 
strongest surrogate constraint can be formed by running (LPs) 
on a simplex code until one of the following mutually exclusive 
events occurs :
1) if v(LPs)<0, then there exists a binary infeasible 
surrogate constraint.
2) if v(LPs)>0, if the optimal solution of (LPs) is ob­
tained and if the optimal dual variables are all 
integers, then the optimal solution of (Ps) is 
obtained.
3) if v(LPs)>0, if the optimal solution of (LPs) is
obtained and if the optimal dual variables are not
all integers, then a strongest surrogate constraint
f 9 )is obtained from the optimal u in (LPs)
Geoffrion and Glover have developed a schema that termi­
nates in a finite number of steps either with the optimal 
solution of (P) or with no feasible solution of (P) with 
value less than the initial value of z. The 5-step schema 
is as follows:
Step 0: Initialize z at a known upper bound on
the optimal value of (P), and S at an 
arbitrary partial solution without under­
lines .
Step 1: If (Ps) is obviously devoid of a feasible
solution with value less than z, go to Step 4.
If (Ps) has an obvious optimal solution with 
value less than z, then replace z by this
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value, store the optimal solution as an 
incumbent, and go to Step 4. If any free 
variable must obviously take on a particular 
binary value in order for (Ps) to have a 
feasible solution with value less than z, 
then augment S on the right by j (-j) for 
each variable x_: that must take on the value 
1 (0).
Step 2: Add a new surrogate constraint and/or delete
one or more current surrogate constraints, 
or do neither.
Step 3 ; Augment S on the right by + j for some free 
variable (or several free variables) xj.
Return to Step 1.
Step 4: Locate the rightmost element of S that is
not underlined. If none exists, terminate; 
otherwise, replace the element by its under­
lined complement and drop all elements to 
the right. Return to Step 1(^ .
The 5-step schema is shown in flowchart form in Figure 1 
This schema proposed by Geoffrion and Glover is a procedure 
that will produce either optimality or infeasibility. The 
reason for this guarantee is that all possible solutions 
are either implicitly or explicitly enumerated, and also that 
all procedures used in augmenting a solution are optimal 
procedures. Glover proposed that a binary integer knapsack 
procedure could be implemented in Geoffrion's and Glover's 
schema in order to reduce execution time, producing either 
optimal solutions or good feasible solutions. Since the 
binary integer knapsack algorithm does not guarantee opti­
mality, then the revised 5-step schema can not always 
guarantee optimality. The binary knapsack procedure is to 
be implemented into the 5-step schema after a feasible













Is it possible to 
make (Ps) feasible?










Figure 1. Geoffrion's 5-step schema
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strongest surrogate constraint has been formed. The 
objective function of (P), excluding the terms containing 
fixed variables, along with the strongest surrogate con­
straint, excluding fixed variable terms, will then be used 
as input to the binary knapsack algorithm. It is hoped 
that this augmenting procedure will allow more variables 
to become fixed in one binary knapsack solution than in the 
original 5-step schema augmentation routine.
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SOLVING LINEAR INTEGER PROBLEMS
The program written to solve linear binary integer 
programming problems for this study was derived from the 
5-step implicit enumeration schema due to Balas^^^^. The 
program uses the Balasian implicit enumeration approach with 
an imbedded linear program used to compute strongest 
surrogate constraints and a binary knapsack program used 
to augment the current partial solution. The problem to 
be solved must be of the form:
minimize cx subject to b + Ax>0 where all x's are binary, 
c and X are n-vectors, b is an m-vector and A is an m by n 
matrix with all c's>0. If the Cj's are not all positive, 
then the transformation Xj=l-y^ for j such that Cj<0, is 
performed. This transformation is also performed on those 
same variables in all of the constraints of the problem.
From the optimal solution to such a transformed problem 
the optimal solution to the original problem is produced 
by reversing the transformation. If the problem is in the 
above form and all b's are positive, then the»optimal solution 
is obvious, with all variables equal to zero and the objective 
function having a value of zero.
21
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Figure 2 shows the logical steps of the program written 
to solve integer binary linear programming problems. The 
program for this revised 5-step schema is composed of three 
routines. The main program is used for input, output, initiali­
zation, surrogate constraint formation, implicit enumeration, 
binary infeasibility testing, and integral value testing. A 
simplex subroutine is used to test (LPs) for either the 
indication of a binary infeasible surrogate constraint when 
v(LPs)<0, an optimal completion of the current partial solution, 
or the indication of a feasible surrogate constraint.
This solution procedure differs from the original 5- 
step schema in that it uses a modified binary knapsack 
algorithm to augment the current partial solution. The 
program is designed to accept either an empty or non-empty 
initial solution set. The non-empty solution set need not 
be feasible, but any feasible solution used as an initial 
solution should greatly reduce solution time. If the initial 
solution set is empty, then the program executes the simplex 
subroutine on the dual of the continuous version of (P) 
bounded on the interval [0,1]. If each dual variable 
(x's in (P)) is integer, then the optimal solution of (P) 
is obtained. If some dual variable (x's in (P)) is non­
integral, then the rounding procedure is used-*to give an 
initial starting solution (not necessarily feasible). If
the rounding procedure produces a value of zero for each
T -1 5 6 0 23
Initialize upper bound 
on value of objective 
function of P
A/
NO Is initial starting 
solution input?
YES




Any constraint of (Ps) 
binary infeasible? ^ Go To 3
NO
Is v(LPs)£0? ) Go To 3
NO
At optimality are 




Is strongest surrogate 
constraint formed from 
optimal u's in (LPs) 
binary infeasible?
YES
< 2> - ^
NO
Is the knapsack problem 
formed from the objective 
function of P and the 
surrogate constraint fea­
sible with better value 
of objective function?
YES
Update value of 
z, update S
Locate rightmost 
element of S. Are 




Replace element by 
its underlined com­
pliment and drop all 
elements to the right
Go To 1
Go To 3 Stop
> Go To 2
NO
Go To 3
Figure 2. Revised 5-step program
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-variable, then the first [n/2] variables (where n is the 
number of variables in (P) and [n/2] means the largest 
integer in n/2) are set to 1, and the remaining variables 
are set to zero. These values are then used as the initial 
starting solution. If an initial solution set is specified, 
then the procedure continues by checking the partial solution 
for an obvious optimal completion. When each of the constraints 
of (Ps) is binary feasible (for any partial solution), then 
the simplex subroutine is used for the dual of the continuous 
version of (Ps) bounded on the interval [0,1] to determine 
the next step in the solution procedure. The 5-step schema 
calls for a check for an obvious optimal completion of the 
partial solution. This is accomplished by the minimization 
of cx subject to the binary values of the free variables. 
Likewise, (Ps) is checked for binary infeasibility by testing 
each individual constraint, one at a time, for binary in­
feasibility .
The binary knapsack algorithm is used to solve an n- 
variable, one constraint, linear binary integer programming 
problem. The binary knapsack algorithm used in this revised 
5-step schema is a modified version of the slippery algo- 
rithm^^^). The modification was necessary since the 
original algorithm was designed for the problem: maximize
cx subject to ax<b, where the x's are binary, c and a are 
positive n-vectors, and b is a positive constant.
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It was necessary to transform the original objective 
function of P (a minimization) to a maximization with all 
positive c's using Xj=l-y% for all j such that Cj<0. With 
all Cj's of the objective function positive after the trans­
formation, any Xj with aj<0 was set to 1 at the start of the 
routine, effecting an increase to the right hand side of the 
surrogate constraint.
Where a feasible surrogate constraint is indicated, 
that is when v(LPs)>0 and all dual variables are not integer, 
only one current surrogate constraint is computed and kept 
for each partial solution. Keeping one current surrogate 
constraint for each partial solution is only one of many 
alternatives proposed in the original 5-step schema. Each 
surrogate constraint is composed of only free variables and 
their coefficients. Either before or after the surrogate 
constraint is formed the fixed variables (assigned value 
either 0 or 1) are multiplied by their coefficients and 
combined with the original right hand side to form the 
appropriate surrogate constraint. The formation of the fixed 
variable constant either before or after the surrogate con­
straint has been formed has no adverse effect on the surrogate 
constraint.
The implicit enumeration procedure uses â backtracking 
schema when:
1) The solution set S is updated.
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2) A constraint of (Ps) is binary infeasible.
3) A binary infeasible surrogate constraint is indicated 
by v(LPs)<0.
4) The strongest surrogate constraint is binary infea­
sible .
5) The solution from the binary knapsack problem is 
infeasible.
If the backtracking procedure is indicated, the solution 
set S is searched to determine if there exists an element 
which is not underlined. If there is no element of S not 
underlined, then all 2^ possible solutions have been either 
implicitly or explicitly enumerated. If there exists an 
element of S not underlined, the rightmost element not under­
lined is complemented (multiplied by -1) and underlined.
Recall that the elements of S are the values of the fixed 
variables. By complementing the rightmost element of S that 
is not underlined, the backtracking procedure is then checking 
for a feasible completion of S with the rightmost element 
having the complemented value that it had in the previous 
partial solution. This algorithm prevents the rechecking of 
a previously determined infeasible completion of the current 
partial solution. The underlining of an element of S is 
merely used as a pointer to indicate the rightmost element 
of S.
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All programs for this solution procedure were written 
in FORTRAN IV for the Colorado School of Mines DEC SYSTEM 10 
computer except for RTIME, the internal timing subroutine, 
which was written in MACRO. The current program package 
is designed for a maximum of 12 variables and 12 constraints, 
the limitations being imposed for testing purposes. The 
program can be altered to accommodate larger problems pro­
vided the user realizes that round-off error in the simplex 
routine may cause unwanted and sometimes undetected errors 
in the results. The round-off error may be minimized by 
using a revised simplex program in place of a standard primal 
simplex program. The program output consists of the initial 
problem tableau and the final result. The final result may 
be a feasible or optimal solution or an indication that no 
feasible solution could be found for the original problem.
An option has been implemented into the program which allows 
the user to have all of the feasible solutions, which the 
program examines, printed. Perhaps some feasible solutions 
to the problem will not be printed since the implicit 
enumeration procedure examines only those feasible solutions 
with better values of the objective function than the current 
best solution. Thus, feasible solutions examined implicitly 
will not be enumerated with this option. The™program, an 
example problem, and the output from the example problem, is 
listed in the Appendix.
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COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Tables 1 and 2 compile the results obtained from running 
24 test problems on the revised 5-step schema program. All 
test problems were executed from a remote terminal with all 
input and output stored on disc. The program used to test 
the problems was a revised version of the program listed 
in the Appendix with only the necessary input and output 
statements. All test problems were run without specifying 
an initial solution, allowing the program to generate its 
own starting solution by linear programming. The test prob­
lems were taken from literature dealing specifically with 
binary integer programming problems. Most of the test prob­
lems were generated specifically to test a certain class
(12 )of problems. Trauth's and Woolsey's problems are actually
binary knapsack problems and are best solved using an 
appropriate algorithm, but were solved optimally in a reason­
able amount of time with the author's program.
The revised 5-step schema program gave a feasible answer 
for 23 of the 24 test problems. It gave an optimal answer 
to 20 of the 24 test problems. Of the 24 problems, 2 infea­
sible test problems were handled without difficulty. The
28
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author's program failed on a problem that had only one
12feasible, thus optimal, solution in 2 possible solutions. 
From Table 1 it can be seen that a large part of the execution 
time is due to the execution of the imbedded linear program. 
For large problems, it would be beneficial to replace the 
simplex algorithm with a revised simplex program which 
requires less computer storage space and has less chance of 
accumulating round-off error during the execution of the 
program. Some execution time is also lost in the process 
of generating the input for the simplex program since the 
author's program must generate the dual of the continuous 
version of (Ps) on the interval [0,1]. This lost time could 
be eliminated by writing a simplex package that would generate 
the dual without excessive matrix manipulations. The gener­
ation of the strongest surrogate constraint and execution 
of the binary knapsack program uses very little time, indi­
cating that this is a very good heuristic procedure for 
augmenting the partial solution verified by the test results.
Since the binary knapsack program does not guarantee 
optimality then the revised 5-step program can not guarantee 
optimality. In all cases where the author's program failed 
to give the optimal solution either the knapsack solution of 
the surrogate constraint was not optimal or the optimal 
solution to the surrogated knapsack problem was not feasible, 
thus leading to an elimination of a fixed variable from the
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solution set when it should actually stay in the solution 
set. From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that the author's 
revised 5-step program is efficient for certain problems 
and not very efficient for certain others due to a large 
imbedded linear program execution time. These results seem 
to be characteristic of most integer programming methods.
Any absolute measure on the computational efficiency of the 
author's program can only be determined by testing the same 
test problems on an optimal integer binary programming algo­
rithm.
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APPENDIX
The following pages are the program listing, example 
problem, and output from the example problem. Programs 
STEP5.F4, SLIP1.F4, and SMPLX1.F4 are written in FORTRAN IV, 
program RTIME is written in MACRO. All programs were 
written to be executed on the Colorado School of Mines 
DEC SYSTEM 10 computer.
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program steps.F4
W R I T T E N  B Y  R O D  H U N L E Y  
U S E S  S U B R O U T I N E S !
A, S M P L X 1 . F 4
B, S L l P l , F 4
C, R T I M Et h e  p r o g r a m  s t e p s , F 4  u s e s  a L I N E A R  
p r o g r a m  ( S M P L X 1 . F 4 ) A N O  A H E U R I S T I C  B I N A R Y  
K N A P S A C K  P R O G R A M  ( S L I P I . F 4 ) T O  S O L V E  L I N E A R  BINARY integer PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS. RTIME 
Is A N  I N T E R N A L  t i m i n g  S U B R O U T I N E .
t h e  p r o b l e m  t o  b e  s o l v e d  M U S T  B E  O F  T H E  F O R M :  
M I N I M I Z E  OXS . T .  B * A X  > O R  = 0 
X ' S = 0  O R  1
W H E R E  C A N D  X A R E  N - V E C T O R S .  B IS A N  N - V E C T O R ,A IS A N  M X N M a t r i x ,  a n d  a l l  c s  > o r  = %.
I N P U T !
T H E  f i r s t  r e c o r d  C O N T A I N S  T H E  N U M B E R  OF  V A R I A B L E S  ( Nl , N U M B E R  OF C O N S T R A I N T S  <M),
I N I T I A L  S O L U T I O N  S W I T C H  U N S ) .  A N D  A F E A S I B L E  S O L U T I O N  S W I T C H  ( I P R I N T ) ,  A L L  E N T R I E S  A R E  
S E P E R A T E O  B Y  A C O M M A .  N A N O  M A R E  D E T E R M I N E D  
O N C E  t h e  p r o b l e m  is IN T H E  A B O V E  F O R M .  IF 
IT IS D E S I R E D  T o  E N T E R  A N  I N I T I A L  S T A R T I N G  
S O L U T I O N  T H E N  I N S > 0 .  IF N O  I N I T I A L  S T A R T I N G  s o l u t i o n  is O E S I R E O  T H E N  I N S ? 0 .  IF A L L  
F E A S I B L E  S O L U T I O N S  T H A T  H A V E  A S M A L L E R  
V A L U E  O F  T H E  O B J E C T I V E  F U N C T I O N  
A R E  T O  b e  p r i n t e d ,  T H E N  I P R I N T * 0 .  
o t h e r w i s e  W I T H  I P R I N T P 0  O N L Y  T H E  O P T I M A L  
S O L U T I O N  W I L L  B E  P R I N T E D ,
T H E  S E C O N D  R E C O R D  C O N T A I N S  T H E  C O E F F I C I E N T SO F  T H E  O B J E C T I V E  F U N C T I O N  ( c ' S I  S E P E R A T E O  B Y  C O M M A S .
T H E  t h i r d  T H R U  T H E  N T H  + 2 N D  R E C O R D S  C O N T A I N S  T H E  
C O N S T A N T S  ( B ' S )  A N D  C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF T H E  I N D I V I D U A L  
C O N S T R A I N T S  ( A ' S )  S E P E R A T E O  B Y  C O M M A S .
IF I N S = 0 ,  T H E N  T H E  I N P U T  F I L E  IS C O M P L E T E ,  IF | N S > 0
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C T H E N  T H E  N T H  + 3 R O  R E C O R D  C O N T A I N S  T H E  I N I T I A L  C s t a r t i n g  S O L U T I O N ,  T O  I N P U T  T H E  I N I T I A LC S T A R T I N G  S O L U T I O N  T H E  U S E R  M U S T  U S E  T H E
C F O L L O W I N G  F O R M .  I N P U T  N I N T E G E R S  S E P E R A T E O
C B Y  c o m m a s , w h e r e  T H E  N I N T E G E R S  H A V E  V A L U E
C O F  J, O R  =J, O R  0 c o r r e s p o n d i n g  T O  X ( J )  F O R
C J = 1 , 2 , . . . , N .  t h e  I N T E G E R  " J "  I N D I C A T E S  T H A T
C X I J )  H A S  V A L U E  1» " - J "  I N D I C A T E S  X ( J )  H A S





C O U T P U T !
C t h e  O U T P U T  IS TO B E  P R I N T E D  O N  A 1 3 2  C H A R A C T E RC P R I N T E R .  T H E  O U T P U T  C O N S I S T S  OF T H E  I N P U T  T A B L E A U
C A N D  E I T H E R  F E A S I B L E  A N D  O P T I M A L  S O L U T I O N S  O R
C O N L Y  T H E  O P T I M A L  S O L U T I O N ,
C
C
C S I Z E  L I M I T A T I O N S !
C t h e  c u r r e n t  p r o g r a m  IS D E S I G N E D  F O R  A M A X I M U Mc O F  12 V a r i a b l e s  a n d  12 c o n s t r a i n t s ,  t h e  p r o b l e m
C S I Z E  C A N  B E  i n c r e a s e d  A S  L O N G  A S  T H E  U S E R  IS A W A R E  OF
C R O U N O - O F F  E R R O R  IN S M P L X I . F 4 W H E N  L A R G E  P R O B L E M S




CC E X A M P L E S !
C F O L L O W I N G  T H E  P R O G R A M  L I S T I N G  IS
C A N  E X A M P L E  P R O B L E M .  T H E  E X A M P L E  S H O W S  T W O
C D I F F E R E N T  I N P U T  F I L E S  I L L U S T R A T I N G  T W O
C O F  T H E  F O U R  P O S S I B L E  I N P U T  C O M B I N A T I O N S
C O F  T H E  S W I T C H E S  I N S  A N D  I P R I N T .  T H E




D I M E N S I O N  A A < l 2 , 1 2 > , I C ( i 2 ) , B ( i 2 ) , C ( l 2 ! , l S ( l 2 ) , I X ( l 2 > ,  1 B E T A I 1 2 ) , I P E R M ( 1 2 > , A ( 3 5 5 > , X ( 1 2 ! , B V ( 2 1 ! , N B V ( 2 4 )
i n t e g e r  BVI S A V 1 = 0I S A V 2 - 0
I S A V 3 S 0
JACKsjHX
1 F 0 R M A T ( 4 l )2 FORMAT(13F)4 F0RMAT(12I)
cc
C R E A D  I N P U T  D A T ACC
READ(3.0,iîN,M, INS, IPRINT R E A D ( i 0 , 2 ) ( C ( I ) , ; = l , N )OO 3 I-1,M3 REAO{J,0.2)e( I) . (AA( I, J), Jsl.N)I F ( I N S . N E . 0 J R E A D ( 1 0 , 4 ) ( | S ( U ) , J s l . N )
Cc
cc
ccC PRINT INPUT t a b l e a u
Cc
w r i t e  115,900!9 0 0  F 0 R M A T ( l H l , 1 9 X , 1 8 H 0 S J E C T I V E  F U N C T I O N , / )
D O  9 0 1  ; - i , N901 IC(I)=I
WRITE ( 1 5 , 9 0 2 ) (JACK,IC! I ) , I = 1,N)9 0 2  f o r m a t (1 2 X , 1 0 ( 9 X , A 1 , 1 2 ) , / , 1 2 X , 1 0 ( 9 X , A l , 1 2 ) )W R I T E ! 1 5 , 9 0 3 ) (C(K),X=1,N)
903 FORMAT(1H0,12X,10F12,1,/'« ( 1 3 X , 1 0 f 1 2 > 1 ) !W R I T E ( 1 5 , 9 0 4 )9 0  4 F O R M A T ( 1 H 0 , / , 2 0 X , 1 1 H C O N S T R A I N T S , / / , 6 X , 8 H C D N S T A N T , / )
D O  9 0 5  I = 1 , M  9 0 5  W R I T E ( 1 5 , 9 0 6 ! I , B ( I ) , ( A A ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N )
986 F O R M A T ( 1 H 0 , 1 X , 1 H G , I 2 , 2 X , F 6 , 1 , 1 8 F 1 2 , 1 , / , ( 1 3 X , 1 0 F & 2 ; 1 ) )
C
0Ç »##############
IA D D Si 0 %BARe0,D O  1 0  1 = 1 , N 
1 0  Z B A R = Z B A R * C ( I )I F( INS. EQ.0) GO TO 204 15 KK=0
D O  20 JiPsl.NIF( I S ( J I P ) , E Q . a ) G 0  T O  20KK=KK*1
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ÎX ( K K ) = I S ! J ! P !
2 0  C O N T I N U E  IR = KK
ccc CHECK present Partial s o l u t i o nC F O R  O B V I O U S  O P T I M A L  S O L U T I O N
CC
2 5  0 0  3 0  1=1,MB E S = B £ I )
00 3 2  U = 1 , NI F ( I S I J ) , L E , 0 ! G O  TO 32 BEs=?BEs*AA( I,U)3 2  C O N T I N U E
B E T A ( I ) = B E S  
3 0  C O N T I N U E
qBAR = 0 *
DO  3 5  J J I = 1 ,N I F ( I S ( J J I ) , L E . 0 ) G O  T O  35 
C B A R = C B A R + C ( J U I )35 C O N T I N U E
I F ( C B A R . G E . Z B A R : G O  j O  50  0 0  4 0  1 = 1 , M
I F ( B E T A ! l ) , G E . 0 . ) C O  T O  40
G O  T O  5 0  




CcC C H E C K  c o n s t r a i n t  F O R
C b i n a r y  I N F E A S I B I L I T Y
Cc
50 A M A X S 0.0
C B A R b C S a V 
D O  6 0  1 = 1 , M 
0 0  7 0  J = l , N
I F ( A A ( I , J ) . G E . 0 . . A N D . I S ( J ) .E C , 0 ) A M A X s A M a X + AAt I , 
7 0  C O N T I N U EB I N F E r S E T A I I ) * A M A X  
I F ( B ! N F e . L T . 0 . ) G 0  T O  17a 
AMaX=0,
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6 0  C O N T I N U E




c***************c cc b a c k t r a c k i n g  p r o c e d u r ec c1-50 Z B A R s C B A R  J,5i K K  = 0
0 0  5,60 J I P s i  1 N
I F C I S ! J I P ! , E Q . 0 ) G O  T O  1 6 0K K = K K * 1
I X ( K K ! = I S ( J I P !
1 6 0  c o n t i n u e
D O  1 6 5  I Z a = l , N
I F ( I S ! I Z Z ) , L E . 0 ) G O  T O  1 6 1
I P E R M ( I Z Z ! = i
G O  T O  1 6 51 6 1  I P E R M ! I Z 2 ! = 0
1 6 5  C O N T I N U E1 6 4  I F ! I P R I N T . E G . 1 ) G 0  T O  1 6 9  
W R I T E ! 1 5 , 1 6 6 ) H 8 A R1 6 6  F O R M A T ! l H / , '  F E A S I B L E  S O L U T I O N  W I T H  Z B A R = ' . F I S ,4 ! 
1 4 0 0 = 1
0 0  1 6 7  1 = 1, N
I F ! I P E R M ! I ) . L E . S i G O  T O  168 
W R I T E ! 1 5 , 6 4 0 )  I 
G O  T O  1 6 7
1 6 8  W R I T E ( I S , 8 3 0 ) I
1 6 7  C O N T I N U E
1 6 9  1 4 0 0 = 1  
I F ( K K , L E . 0 ) G O  T O  8 0 0  
I X ! K K ) = - I X ( K K )IR = KK  
K K = K K - 1  
G O  T O  1 7 5
1 7 0  I F ( K K , l e . 0 ) G O  t o  8 0 0  
I X ( K K ) = - I X ( K K )IR = K K  
K K = K K - 1  
1 7 5  D O  1 8 0  I P I = 1 , N  1 8 0  I S ( I P I ) = 0
0 0  1 9 0  I J I = 1 , K K + 1  
I S ! I A B S ( I X ! I J I ) ) ) = I X ! I J I )








cc F O R M  T A B L E A U  T O  R U N  S M P L X i
C
C2 9 9  C A L L  R T l M E ( l S M P i )
I 1 = N * 2 - I RI 2 = M + 1 + N - I R
112=11*12
I 3 = ( 2 * H ) + N - I R + 3
I4=!N*l-IR)tt(H+l*N"IR)
l5sM*N-lR+2
I 6 = M * 2
I 7 = H * 1
0 0  3 0 0  K L Z = 1 . I 1 2
3 0 0  A ( K L Z ) = 0 .I F ( ! N S , E Q . 0 , A N O . I F R S T , E Q , i ) GO  T O  3 0 2  
0 0  T O  3 0 1  
D O  3 0 3  K L A i 2 , î 7  
A ! K L A ) » - B ( K L A ' 1 >G O  T O  3 0 4  
0 0  3 1 0  X L X = 2 , I 7  
A ( K L X ) = . 8 E T A ( K L X # 1 )
0 0  3 2 0  K L Y = I 6 . I 2  
3 2 0  A ( K L Y ) s -1,
I Q = M * N t 1 R + 2  
D O  3 3 0  K L U = 1 , N  
I F < I S f X L U ) . N E . 0 1 G O  T O  3 3 0  
A ( I O ! = C ( K L U >
I Q = ! Q * M + N - T R + l  
3 3 0  c o n t i n u e
j T = M * N - I R + 20 0  3 5 0  K L 0 = 1 , NI F { I S I K l Q ! . N E . 0 ) G O  T O  3 5 0
0 0  3 4 0  K L P s l . M
J T = U T * 1
A ( J T ! = - A Â ( K l P . K l Q)
3 4 0  C O N T I N U EJ T = U T t N - I R + 1  
C O N T I N U E
0 0  3 6 0  K L M : 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5  
A ( K L H ) = i .
T«l560
I F ( 1 N S . E S , 0 . a ND .  I F R S T . E Q . D G O  t o  2 5 2  
C A L L  S M P L X K A ,  , 0 0 1 .  C S A R , H B A R , N B V ,  BV , M * N - I  P. N - I P ,  0, 0 I N - I R , I H E C K !
C A L L  R T I M E  ( I S M P 2 !I S H P L = I S H p g - I S M P l
I S A V 1 = I S A V 1 + I S M P L3 9 9  I F ( I H E C K , 0 E . 2 ! G 0  T O  1 7 0IF( I H E C K . G T . 0 ) G O  T O  3 5 0
cce d e t e r m i n e  i f  l p  s o l u t i o nc H A S  b i n a r y  V a l u e sc c D O  4 0 0  L M = 1 , N - I R
I F ( B V I L M ) , G T , N - 1 R > X ( B V ( L M ) - ! M + N - I R ) ) 9 0
4 0 0  C O N T I N U E  
4 0 2  I K E = 2D O  4 1 0  L S T = 1 , M + N - I R  I F ( N B V ( l S T > , G T , N - I R ) G O  T O  4 0 5  
G O  T O  4 0 7  
4 0 5  X ( N B V a s T ) , ( M * N - I R )  > a - A (  IKE )
487 I K E = I K E + 1  
4 1 0  C O N T I N U E
D O  4 3 0  I N T = 1 . N - I R
I F ( X ( I N T ) . G E . , 9 9 9 9 5 . A N D , X ( I N T ) , L E . 1 . 0 0 0 0 5 ) G O  T O  4 3 0  
! F ( X < I N T ) . G E . - . 0 0 0 0 5 , a n d . X ( I N T ) . L E . , 0 0 0 0 5 ) G O  T O  4 3 0  
G O  T O  4 4 0  
4 3 0  C O N T I N U EJ A P  = 0
D O  4 3 2  J = l , N  
I F ( I S ( J ) , N E . 0 ! G O  T O  4 3 2  J A P = J A P t I
I F { X ( U a F ) . G T . , 0 0 0 0 1 ) G Q  T O  4 3 3  
I S ( U ) 9 - J  
G O  T O  4 3 2  
433 I S ( J ) = J
4 3 2  C O N T I N U EC 8 A R s 0 ,
D O  4 3 5  J J t = 1 . N  
I F d S ( J J T )  , L E . 0 ) G O  T O  4 3 5  
C S a R s C S A R t C I J U T )
435 C O N T I N U E
ZBARsCBaR
DO 441 iHPsl.NIF f I S ( I H P ). E Q. a j G O  TO 441
JET=JET +1
I P E R M ( J E T ) = I S ! I h P)
T-1S6:
4 4 1  C O N T I N U E  GO TO 164
C
Cg*»»»»*»*»«»»»«#
4 4 0  I F C I R . E O , 0 ) G O  T O  2 0 5  
C A L L  R T i M e ( I S U R i )
Ccc FORM Su r r o g a t e  c o n s t r a i n t scc M U = M + N - I R * 2  
0 0  4 5 0  1 = 1 . N 
4 5 0  X ( I > = 0 ,
D O  4 6 0  I T 2 = 1 , N - 1 RI F C b V C I T Z ) . L E . M * N - I R ) X < 8 V ( I T Z ! ) = a <HU) 
M U  = M U  + H + N tsIR + 1 
4 6 0  C O N T I N U E  
S E  = 0.D O  5 0 0  1 = 1 , M 
B E S p B C I )
D O  4 9 0  J = 1 , N
I F C I S ! J ) , L E , 0 : G O  T O  4 9 0B E S = B E S + A A C I , J )
4 9 0  C O N T I N U E
B E T A C I ) = B E S » X C  I )
B E = 8 E + B E T A ( I )
C O N T I N U E  I B B  = 0
0 0  5 0 1  1 = 1 , N A CI ) = 0 ,
D O  5 3 0  J = 1 , N  
I F C I S ( J ) , N e . 0 ! G O  T O  5 3 0  A U  = 0.
0 0  5 2 0  1 = 1 , M 
A I = X c I ) * A A ( l , J )
A U = A J * A I
c o n t i n u e  
1 8 8 = 1 8 8 + 1  
A C I B B J s a J 5 3 0  C O N T I N U E  
I Z T * 0
0 0  5 4 5  J = 1 , N
I F C I S C J ) , N E , 0 ) G O  T O  5 4 5I Z T = I Z T + 1
B E T â C î Z T Î s C C J )
5 4 5  C O N T I N U ED O  5 4 4  I = i , N - ! R  
B E = B E * A C I !
T * l5 6 !
5 4 4  C O N T I N U E
qC
C A L L  R T l M E C I S U R g )  
l S U R = i S u R 2- I S U R l  
I S A V 2 = I S A V 2 * I S U R  
C A L L  R T l M E d S l P l !
c cC E X E C U T E  B I N A R Y  K N A P S A C K  A L G O R I T H M
C
C5 5 0  C A L L  S L I P l d C . A , 0 E T A , B E , Z C U M . N - I R )  
0 0  5 6 5  I = i * N - I Rl e d  );i-Icc I !5 6 5  c o n t i n u e  Z C U M a 0 , 0  
D O  5 6 8  I = 1 , N - I R  
I F C I C d )  . E 0 , 0 ) G Q  T O  5 6 8  
H C U M a Z C U M t B E T A d )
5 6 8  C O N T I N U E  
0C
C A L L  R T l M E d S L P Z )
I S L P a l S L P a - I S L P lI S A V 3 = I S A V 3 + I S L PE W a Z C U M
I F ! H C U H + C B A R . G E , Z B A R ) 6 0  T O  1 7 0
c cC D E T E R M I N E  IF B I N A R Y  K N A P S A C K
C S O L U T I O N  IF F E A S I B L E  O R  I N F E A S I B L E
C 
C j i T ? eD O  5 7 0  J a i . N
I F d S C  J) , N E . 0 ) G O  T O  5 7 0
U I T = J I T * 1
I F d C l  J I T )  . E O . 0 ) G O  T O  5 6 9
I S I J i a JG O  T O  5 7 05 6 9  I S ( j ; - - J
5 7 0  C O N T I N U ED O  5 7 1  1 = 1 , M 
B E S = 8 ( I )
D O  5 7 2  J a l . N
I F d S I  J) , L E . 0 ) G O  t o  5 7 2
B t S s B E S  + A A ( It J )
C O N T I N U E  
I F l B E S . L t . a . ) G 0  T O  1 7 0  5 7 1  C O N T I N U E
Z B A R a Z C U M + C B A R  




C I N I T I A L  N U L L  S O L U T I O N  S e T R O U T I N E  
C2 0 4  I R = 0
I F R S T a i
D O  2 1 1  1 * 1 , N 
2 1 1  I S ( I ) = 0GO TO 2 9 92 5 2  C A L L  S M P L X K  a. . 0 0 1 , C 0 A R . Z B A R , N B V . 8 V . M * N - I R , N r , I R , 0 , 0 ,  
I N - Î R . I H E C K !
C A L L  R T l M E l I S H P 3 )I S M P L = I S M P 3 » I S M P i 
I S A V i = I S A V l * I S M P L  i r R S T s 0
I F ( I H E C K , E C . 1 . O R . I H E C K , E 0 , 2 ) G 0  TO 
! F ( I H E C K . G T . O I G O  TO 
G O  TO 4 0 2  
2 0 5  D O  2 0 9  I S i . N  2 0 9  I S ( I S  5 0
D O  2 1 0  J s i . N
I F ( X ( J ) , L T . , 7 5 ) G 0  TO 210I S ( J ) ? J
L S J s l
210 continue
I F ( l B j . E O , 0 ) G Q  to 2 4 0  K K  = 0
D O  2 1 6  j a l . N
1 F ( I S ( J ) . E O . 0 ) G O  T O  2 1 6K K = K K * i
I X ( K K ) = I S ( J )
216 continue
IR = K K  
G O  T O  2 5  
2 4 0  I 8 M = N / 2
D O  2 5 0  J = i ,I S ( U Î a U 










I F C I A D O . E Q . D G O  TO 801
P R I N T  F I N A L  P R O B L E M  S O L U T I O N
801810
M R I T E < i s »S02)F O R M A T l l H / , '  NO F E A S I B L E  S O L U T I O N  F O U N D  FOR T HIS', 
Il PROBLEM!)GO TO 9 999 W R i T E ( 1 5 . 8 1 0 ) Z B a RF 0 R M A T ( 1 H / , 2 1 H  O P T I M A L  S O L U T I O N  IS .F15.4)DO 820 1=1, NI F ( I P E R M ( Î ) . L E , 0 ) G O  TO 815
W R i T E I l s , 8 4 0 ) 1GO TO 820 8 15 W R I T E ( 1 5 , 830)1820 C O N T I N U E830 F 0 R M A T ( 3 H  X ( , I 2 , 3 H ) = 0 )8 40 F O R M A T O H  X ( , I 2 , 3 H ) = 1 )8 50 F 0 R M A T ( 2 9 H  NO F E A S I B L E  S O L U T I O N  FOR LPS)I F ( I H E C K . E Q . l )W R I T E < 15,850)
9 9 9 9  T l = F L O A T t 1 S A V 1 ) / 1 0 0 0 ,T 2 = F L 0 a T ( I S A V 2 ) / 1 0 0 0 i  
T 3 = F L O A T ( | S A V 3 ) / 1 0 0 0 .W R I T E ( 1 5 . 9 9 9 8 ) T 1  W R I T E ! 1 5 , 9 9 9 7 ) T 2  W R I T E ( 1 5 . 9 9 9 6 ) T 3  9 9 9 8  F O R M A T ( i H 0 , I  i m b e d d e d  l i n e a r  P R O G R A M  E X E C U T I O N  T IME 
1 F 8 . 3 . I  S E C O N D S ' )9 9 9 7  F O R M A T ! l H 0 . ' S U R R O G A T E  C O N S T R A I N T  F O R M A T I O N  T I M E ' ,  
1 F 8 . 3 , '  S E C O N D S ' )9 9 9 6  F O R M A T ( i H 0 , ' B I N A R Y  K N A P S A C K  E X E C U T I O N  T I M E ' , F 8 . 3 <  
1' S E C O N D S ' )S T O P
END
S U B R O U T I N E  S M P L X l ( Â .E , G E A R ,Z B A R ,N B V ,B V ,N , M i , M 2 . M 3 , M , IHECK) S I M P L E X  A L G O R I T H MD I M E N S I O N  A ( 3 5 5 ) ( N S V I 2 4 ) , B V ( 2 i ) , L l ( 2 4 > . L 2 ! 2 1 ) , L 3 ( 8 )I N T E G E R  S A . R S . C S . B V . R . V . S
r e a l  m a xJ A = (N * i )» ( M + 2 )
S M A C K s C B A R - Z S A R  R S s N + 1  CS = 1 
efJ sM s M2 
R = 0
DO 1 K"|,iN L l ( K ! a K
1 N B V ( K ) = KL 1 0 R N
DO 2 1 = 1 , M2 L 2 ( I ) = I  L20 = M
DO 3 1 = 1 , M3 B V ( I ) s N * I  I F ( M 2 + M 3 . E O . 0 ) G O  TO 103 
I F ( M 2 ,e Q . 0 ) G O  t o  50DO 17 1 = 1 . M 2  17 L 3 ( I ) = 1
50 R f I
N1 » N + ̂
DO 4 K = l , N lK K a K ^ i
Ql*0,N 2 = M i + i
DO 5 I = N 2 , MK H s I » R S + K K » C S * l5 Q 1 = Q 1 * A ! K H )K H a (M * 1 )» R S + K K » C S + 14 a ( K H ) = - Q 1  Ï F ( A ( 1 ) + S m A C K . L T . 0 . ) G D  TO 100 I H E C K = 3R E T U R N100 C A L L  S R 7 ( A , J A . H * 1 , R S , C S , K P , L 1 , L 1 0 , J L I . M A X )  I F ( A ( 1 ) * S M A C K . L T . 0 . ) G O  TO 933 
I H E c K=3 R E T U R N  
933 K H = ( H * 1 ) » R S * 1I F ( M A X . G T . 0 , . O R . A S K H ) , G E . 0 , ) G 0  TO 6I H E C K a lR E T U R N6 I F t M A X . G T . g . . O R . A B S ! A ( K H ) ) . G £ . E ) G O  TO 16 
M 1 2 = M 1 + m 2+1
T-1S60
DO 18 I P s M l 2 , MI F ( B V ( I P ) . M E . I P * N ) G Q  TO 18C A L L  S P 8 U ,  JA, I P . P S . C S . t l . L i e ,  J L1, K P , M A X )
I F < a ! 1 ) + S H a C K . L T . 0 , ) G Q  TO 934
I H E C K 53
R E T U R N
934 I F S M A X . G T , 0 . ) G 0  TO 7 18 C O N T I N U ER = 0
M12=H12"1
I F ( m 1 8 . E Q . 0 ! G O  to 20 DO 20 I = N2, M12 
KHal^MlI F ( L 3 ( K H ) . M E . 1 ) 0 0  TO 20 DO 21 K a l . N l  
K H = I » R S + < K - l ) » c S * l  21 A ( K H ) s - a !KH)I F ( A ( 1 ) + S H A C K . L T , 0 . ) G 0  TO 20 I H E C K = 3  R E T U R N  20 C O N T I N U EGO TO 10316 C A L L  S R2 ! A , U A . L2 ,L20, d L2 , I P . R S , C S . K P , Q i , N , V )
I F ( A ( l ) t S M A C K . L T ,0 .)G0 TO 935 I H E C K = 3  R E T U R N
935 I F ( I P , N e .0 ) G O  TO 7 I H E C K i lR E T U R N
7 C A L L  S R3 ( A , J A , 0 , M * i . 0 , N , I P . K P . R S . C S . l i i )  I F ( A ( 1 ) + S M A C K , L T , 0 . ) G 0  TO 936Î H E C K S 3R E T U R N9 36 I F ( B V < I P ) . L T . N + M l + M 2 * t ) G 0  TO 101 
00 8 K = 1 , L 1 0  ■
8 I F ( L l t K ) . E O . K P ) G Q  TO 99 L 1 0 = L 1 0 - 1
0 0  1 0  S = K , L 1 010 L K S ) = L 1 ( S * 1 )
G O  T O  1 0 2101 I F I B V I I P ) . L T . N * M 1 * 1 ) G 0  TO 105K H = B V ( I P ) g M l " N  
I F ( L 3 ! K H ) . E Q . 0 ) G O  t o  105 L 3 ( K H ) - 0K H = ( M * 1 ) « R S + K P « C S * 1  
A ( K H ) = A ( K H )*1I F ( A ( 1 ) * S M A C K . L T . 0 . ) G 0  TO 937 
I H E C X = 3  R E T U R N  M H = M * 2
DO 12 1 = 1 . MH
K H = ( I ^ l > * R S * K P * C S * l  
12 A ( K H ) = , A ( K H )! r < A ( l ! + S H A c K . L T , 0 . ) G Q  TO 105 I H E C K = 3  
R E T U R N  
105 S = N B V ( K P !N B V ! K P ) a B V ( I P )
B V ( I P ! = SI F ! R , N E . 0 ) G O  TO 100 1 03 C A L L  S R 7 ( A , J A ' 0 ' R S , C S , K P , L 1 , L 1 0 , J L 1 , M A X )  I F < A f l ) + S M A C K . L T , 0 . ) G 0  TO 936 
I H E C K = 3  R E T U R N
9 38 I F C M A X . G T . 0 . ) G O  TO i4 I H E O K = 0  R E T U R N14 C A L L  S R 2 ( A , J A , L 2 i L 2 0 , U L 2 , I P , R S , C S . K P , 0 i , N , V )  I F ( A ( 1 ) + S K A C K , L T , 0 , ) G 0  TO 104 Ï H E C K S 3  R E T U R N
I F ( I P , N e , 0)GO TO 15 I H E C K = 2  
r e t u r n
CALL S R 3 ( A , J A , 0 , H , 0 , N , I P , K P , R S . C S . l , l !  I F ( A ( 1 ) + S M A C K . L T . 0 . ) G Q  TO lag I H E C K = 3
r e t u r nEND
S U B R O U T I N E  S R 7 ( A , U A , R I , R S ,O S . K P ,L I . L 1 0 ,J L l .M A X )  
D I M E N S I O N  A S J A ) . L l ( J L l )I N T E G E R  R I . R S . C S  
r e a l  MAXK H = R I « R S + L l I l ) * C S + l  M A X a A S K H !K P = L 1 ! 1 )I F ( L 1 0 . L T . 2 ) R e TURN 00 1 K = 2 , L 1 0  K H = R l 4 R S + L l S K ) « c S + l  I F S A S K H ) . L E . M A X ) G O  TO 1 
M A X = A ( K H l  K P a L l !K ) 
c o n t i n u eR E T U R N  
ENDS U B R O U T I N E  S R 3 ( A ,J A .R I ,R S , C S ,LI S T ,L I S Î 0 ,J L 1 S T , K P .M A X ) D I M E N S I O N  A S J A ) . L I S T ( d L l S T )
I N T E G E R  R l . R S . C S
r e a l  m a xK P = L I S T ( 1 )K H a R I 4 R S + 1  K H 0 = L I S T ( 1 ) « C S + K H
T"1560
M A X = A < K h 0)I F ( t , I S T 0 , L T . 2 ) R E T ü R N  DO 1 K * 2 , U î S T 0 K H 0 s K H * L l S T ( K ) * C SI F ( A B S ( M A X > , G E . a B S ( A ( K H 0 ) ) ÎGO TO 1 K P = U I S T ( K !M A X a ASXHC!C O N T I N U ER E T U R N
S U B R O U T I N E  S Rg ( A . J A ,L a .L 2 0 1 J i g , I F ,R S , O S , K P ,Q i ,N , i V  ) D I M E N S I O N  A ( U A ) , L 2 ( JL2Î
i n t e g e r  R S . c S.ZV »IVIP=0I F ( L 2 0 , L T . 1 ) R E T U R N  
DO 1 1 = 1 . 1 2 0  KH = L 2 ! I )» R S * i  K H l a K H + K P p C S1 I F ( V » a ( K H U . G T . 0 , )C0 TO 2 R E T U R N2 Ql. = V » A ( K H ) / A ( K H l !
I P = L 2 ( I iZ = I ♦!I F ( Z . G T , L 2 0 ) R e TURN 
DO 3 1 = 2 , L 2 0  K H = L 2 £ I ) » R S + 1  K H l = K H + K P » C SI F ( V » A ( K H 1 ) . L E . 0 . ) G 0  TO 3 
0 = V # A ( X H ) / A ( K H 1 )I F I Q . G E . Q l î G O  TO 4 IP =L2£I)
01 = 0 GO TO 3
4 I F S Q . N E . Q I J G O  t o  3 
! 0 = L 2 ( I !DO 5 K ; l , N
K H 0 = I P » R S + K » C S + 1K H 2 = I P » R S * K P f l C S * lK H = I 0 « R S * K » C S + 1
Q P = V » a ( K H 0 ) / A ( K H 2 )
Q 0 = V » A ( k H ! / A ( k H1)I F ( Q P , L T , Q 0 ) G O  TO 35 I F ( Q 0 , L T . Q P ) G O  TO 66 IP=I03 c o n t i n u e  R E T U R N
S U B R O U T I N E  S R3 (A ,J A .10. I1 ,K 0,«1 . I P , K P , R S ,C S ,P i .P2 ) D I M E N S I O N  A(JA)D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  PIV
T«176!
IN T E G E R  R S . C S . P i t P a
KH=IP#RS+KP*CS+iPIV;1./A(KH)
110=10*1 I 11 = 11 + 1 K K 0 = K 0 + i  K K l s K l + l  DO 1 1 1 = 1 1 0 . 1 1 1  
1=11+1IFSI.EQ.IPSG O TO 1K H 0 = I « R S + K P # C S + 1I F ( P 2 . E Q . l i A < K H 0 ) = A ( K H 0 ) » P I V
DO 2 K K = K K 0 . K K 1K = K K + lI F ( K , E Q . K P ) G O  TO 2K H 1 = I » R S * K * C S + 1
K H 2 = I P « R S + K » c S + lA ( K H 1 ) = A ( K H 1 ) - A ( K H 2 ) « A ( K H 0 )
2 C O N T I N U E1 C O N T I N U E
i f (P i ,n e .i ) g o  t o  4 DO 5 K K s K K O . K K l  K = K K + 1K H 2 = I P » r S * K » C S + 1  5 I F ( K . N E . K P )  A £ K H 2 î = + A ( K H 2 ) « P I U4 I F £ P 2 , E Q . 1 ) A ( K H ) = P I VR E T U R N
e n d
T+1560
S U B R O U T I N E  S L I P l ( X , A , G , R H S , 2 C U M , N )I N T E G E R  Xil2)
d i m e n s i o n  A ( 3 5 5 ) , C ( 1 2 ) , N E X T ( 1 2 ) , R A T I Q ( 1 3 )  00 92 J a I.N X ( J ) 80 
N E X T ! J ) a 0  92 R A T I O ( J ) * 0 ,DO 2 I ; l , N  2 R A T I O ( I ) = C ( I ) / A ( I )M A X s l  
MIN=i IEP = 000 60 K ; 2 , N
! F ( R A T I O ! M A X ) . G T . R A T I O I K ! ) G Q  TO 220 2 10 N E X T îK ) s M a X M AX = K 
GO TO 60I F ( R A T I O ( K ) . G T . R A T I O ( M I N ) ) G O  TO 240 N E X T ( M I N ) b K  
MIN=K GO TO 60
1 =MAX L A S T = I  I = N E X T ( I )
I F ( R A T I 0 ( I J , G T . R A T I 0 ( K ) ) G 0  t o  245 N E X T Î L A S T i - K  N E X T I K ) = I  60 C O N T I N U EZCUMS0.0
R E M A I N s R H S  DO 2 83 J C - I . NI F ( R A T I 0 ( J C ) . G E . 0 , ) G 0  TO 2 8 3  X £ J Ç Î a 1
R E M a I N s r e m a I N - a £JC)Z C U M B Z C U M t C £ J C !C O N T I N U E  t l s M A X  
21 C O N T I N U EI F £ A £ I i ! . G E . 0 . ! G O  TO 38 GO TO 999
38 I F ( R E M A I N , G E , a £ I 1 ) ) G 0  TO 4I E P s I E P + 1IFf l E P . E O . D G O  TO 39 16 I F f I 1 ,E q . H I N ) G 0  t o  999I l = N E X T ( I l )GO TO 21
39 B 0 U N D  = R E M a !N + R A T I 0 £ H ! + Z C U M  GO TO 164 X £ 11 ! = 1Z C U H = Z C U M * C £ I D
T-1560
R E M A I N s R E M A I N + A f l l l  I F ( I 1 . E 0 , M I N ) G 0  TO 999 I 1 = N E X T ( I 1 )GO TO 21 
999 I=MAx1 0 0 4  I F ( I , E O . M I N ) G O  TO 11 I F < X ( I ) . E O . i ) G O  TO 11 J 1 = M A X  
1 0 0 3  | F ( J 1 . E Q , 1 ) G 0  TOI F ( X ( J l > , E q .0 ) G O  TO 8 U M a R E H A l N * A ( J l )JF( C ! J i )  ,GE,C( I ) .0R.SUI1.l t , AB S £ A (  I) Î )G0 TOX £ J 1 Î a 0X < I ) a lR E m A I N = S U m +A( I )
2 0 U M s g C U M n C ( J 1 )*C( I )GO TO 1 008
1001 J l ' N E X T C J i )GO TO 1 0 0 31 0 0 2  l a N E X T ( I )




R O U T I N E  TO R E T U R N  T O T A L  JOB R U N T I M E
F O R T R A N  C A L L I N G  S E Q U E N C E
C A L L  R T I M E  (I)
THE T O T A L  JOB R U N T I M E  IN M I L L I S E C O N D S  W I L L  BE R E T U R N E D  IN I N T E G E R  V A R I A B L E  (II,
T I T L E R T I M E
A P IE N T R Y R T I M E
0M O V E  I A . 0 !SE1r A C (A) TO C U R R E N T  JOB
C A L L ! A . 27 IGE1r t o t a l  JOB RUN t i m e  INM O V e M A , @ 0 ( 1 6 1 fSTE5RE i n  A R G U M E N TJ R A 1 6 , 1 ( 1 6 ) # r E *1E N D
T”1SS-
EXAMPLE PROBLEM!
MAXIMIZE +2 XI + X2 + 3 X3 * X4S.T. XI ♦ 2 X2 - X3 > OR = 0
a2 XI + X2 , 4  X4 > OR = 0
ALL X'SsB OR 1
A F T E R  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  TO C O R R E C T  F O R M  THE O R I G I N A L  P R O B L E M  B E C O M E S !
M I N I M I Z E  2 XI + Y + 3 X3 ♦ W + 2S.T. 1 ♦ Xl + 2 Y + X3 > OR = 0
6 + 2 XI + Y ^  4 W > OR c 0X ' S = 0  OR 1, Y=0 OR 1» W =0 OR 1W H E R E  Y=1 + X2 AND W sl - X4
S U P P O S E  THE U S E R  D O E S  N OT W I S H  To USE AN I N I T I A L  S T A R T I N G  S O L U T I O N  A ND O N L Y  W A N T S  THE 
o p t i m a l  S O L U T I O N  P R I N T E D .
THE I N P U T  F I L E  W O U L D  BE!
4.21011 
8 . . 1.. 3.11.
1. » t. >" 2 • .1 "1. » 0 .6 . . 2 . i l , .0.1 + 4.
S U P P O S E  THE U S E R  W I S H E S  TO S P E C I F Y  AN I N I T I A L  S O L U T I O N  OF X ( 1 ) = 0 ,  X ( 2 ) = l ,  AND X ( 3 ! « X ( 4 ) s  F R E E  V A R I A B L E S .  A L S O  T H E  U S E R  W I S H E S  F E A S I B L E  AS W E L L  AS o p t i m a l  S O L U T I O N S  P R I N T E D ,
THE I NPUT F I L E  W O U L D  BE!
4 . 2 , 1 , 0  
2 • < 1 ., 3 ., 1 .
1.. 1. , +2.,-1.,0.
6..2..1..0.,+4.
+ 1 , 2 , 0 , 0
THE O U T P U T  FOR THE TWO A B O V E  INPUT F I L E S  F O L L O W S ,
1+1560
O B J E C T I V E  EUNCTlOi 






C O N S T A N T











O P T I M A L  S O L U T I O N  IS 0 , 0 0 0 0XI 1 1 = 0xt 2)80X! 3 ) 8 0  
X! 4 )80
i m b e d d e d  L I N E A R  P R O G R A M  E X E C U T I O N  T I M E  0 . 0 0 0  S E C O N Q S  
S U R R O G A T E  c o n s t r a i n t  F O R M A T I O N  T I M E  0 , 0 0 0  S E C O N D S  
B I N A R Y  K N A P S A C K  E X E C U T I O N  T I M E  0 . 0 0 0  S E C O N D S
T+1560
o b j e c t i v e  F U N C T I O N  
X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4
2.0 1 .2 3.0 1.
c o n s t r a i n t s
C O N S T A N T
G l  1 ,0 1,0 - 2 . 0  - 1 , 0  0.0
G 2 6.0 2 . 0  1,0 0,0 - 4 . 0
f e a s i b l e  S O L U T I O N  W I T H  Z B A R =  0 . 0 0 0 0X! 1 ! = 0  
Xt 2 ) 8 0  X( 3 ) s 0  
X£ 4 ) 8 0
O P T I M A L  s o l u t i o n  IS 0 . 0 0 0 2X( 1)80 X( 2 ) 8 0  X( 3 ) 8 0  
X! 4 ) 8 0
I M B E D D E D  L I N E A R  P R O G R A M  E X E C U T I O N  T I M E  0 . 0 0  S E c O ^ O S  
S U R R O G A T E  C O N S T R A I N T  F O R M A T I O N  TIME 0 . 0 0 0  S E C O N D S  
B I N A R Y  k n a p s a c k  E X E C U T I O N  T I M E  0 , 0 0 0  S E C O N D S
T -1 5 6 0  35
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